FACIFIC JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS Vol. 71, No. 1, 1977 ON UNIVERSALLY COMPLETE RIESZ SPACES In this paper we prove that indeed Fremlin's results can be generalized to σ-universally complete Riesz spaces and at the same time establish a number of new properties. Examples of Archimedean universally complete Riesz spaces which are not Dedekind complete are also given.
1* Preliminaries* For notation and terminology concerning Riesz
spaces not explained below we refer the reader to [10]* A Riesz space L is said to be universally complete if the supremum of every disjoint system of L + exists in L [10, Definition 47.3, p. 323] ; see also [12, p. 140] , Similarly a Riesz space L is said to be a-univer sally complete if the supremum of every disjoint sequence of L + exists in L. An inextensible Riesz space is a Dedekind complete and universally complete Riesz space [7, Definition (a) , p. 72], In the terminology of [12] an inextensible Riesz space is called an extended Dedekind complete Riesz space; see [12, pp. 140-144] .
Every band in a universally complete Riesz space is in its own right a universally complete Riesz space. Archimedean universally complete Riesz spaces possess weak order units (the supremum of any maximal disjoint system of positive elements must be a weak order unit) and their bands are principal bands, since every band possesses a weak order unit. Remarkably, Archimedean σ-universally complete Riesz spaces satisfy the principal projection property (and hence Archimedean universally complete Riesz spaces satisfy the projection property) [11, Theorem 8, p. 32] and [5, Theorem 1, p. 320] .
A Riesz subspace L of a Riesz space M is said to be order dense in M if u = sup {v e L: θ <; v S u) holds in M for each ueM + (if M is Archimedean this is equivalent to the property: For each θ <CueM, there exists v e L with θ < v ^ u). L is said to be full in M if for every u eM there exists v eL with |u\ <; v.
For the the proof of the next theorem follow the proof of [5, Theorem 2, p. 321] We recall that for a topologcal space X the set C°°(X) denotes the set of all extended real valued continuous functions / on X for which the set {x e X: \ f(x) \ < oo} is dense in X. If X is extremally disconnected (i.e., if the closure of every open set of X is also open) then C°°(X) forms an inextensible Riesz space under the ordinary operations [10, Theorem 47.4, p. 323] . By a step function s on a topological space X we mean a function s e C°°(X) for which there exists a collection {F*: i e 1} of mutually disjoint closed-open subsets of X such that s is constant on each F* and with the open set & = U {V^ i 61} dense in X. The collection of all step functions on X will be denoted by S-(X).
Regarding S°°(X) we have the following theorem whose straightforward proof is left to the reader. THEOREM A Riesz space L is said to satisfy the countable sup property if for every subset S of L whose supremum exists in L there exists an at most countable subset of S having the same supremum as S in L.
A net {u a } of a Riesz space L order converges to u in L, denoted by u a^-+u y if there exists a net {v a } of L (with the same directed indexed set) such that \u a -u\ ^ v a \θ holds in L. A subset S of L is said to be a solid set if |u\ ^ |v| in L and v e S implies ueS and S is said to be order closed if u a -> u in L and {u a } Q S implies ueS. If S is both solid and order closed then S is said to satisfy the Fatou property.
A locally solid topology τ on a Riesz space L is a linear topology x having a basis for zero consisting of solid sets. A locally solid Riesz space (L, τ) is a Riesz space L equipped with a locally solid topology τ. For our discussion we shall need the following properties of locally solid Riesz spaces (L, τ) connecting order and topological continuity.
This proof was suggested by Professor J. Quinn.
Pre-Lebesgue property
Fatou property: τ has a basis for zero consisting of sets with the Fatou property.
The terminology of the above properties is due to D. H. Fremlin [6] . In the terminology of Luxemburg and Zaanen the <r-Lebesgue, Lebesgue and pre-Lebesgue properties are referred to as the (A, i), (A, ii) and (A, iii) properties respectively [9, p. 501] . It should be noted that the pre-Lebesgue property is equivalent to the condition: [9, p. 502] .
2* Some results concerning Fatou and Lebesgue topologies* Let (L, τ) be a locally solid Riesz space. We shall call a sequence {V n } of τ-neighborhoods of zero normal if V n+1 + V n+ι QV n holds for every n -1, 2,
. We define the null ideal N of a normal sequence {V % } of solid τ-neighborhoods of zero by It follows that N is an ideal of L, and if the normal sequence {V n } consists of Fatou τ-neighborhoods of zero, then N is also a band of L.
The carrier of a locally solid topology τ on a Riesz space is defined by
{VJ is a normal sequence of solid neighborhoods} .
Observe that C r is an ideal of L. This ideal seems to have been first introduced by D. H. Fremlin; see [6, 23L Proposition, p. 50] , Some of the basic properties of the carrier are included in the next lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (L, τ) be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space. Then we have:
(ii) If τ satisfies the Fatou property, then C τ is an order dense σ-ideal (and hence in this case, if L has the countable sup property, C r -L).
(iii) Ifτ satisfies the Lebesgue property', then C τ has the countable sup property.
For each i pick a normal sequence {Vi: n = 1, 2, •} of solid r-neighborhoods of zero such that u t e N* Ni = Π {V* n : n = 1, 2, •}, i = 1, 2, . Set W n = Π {Vl:i = 1, , n} for w = 1, 2, and note that {W n } is a normal sequence of solid τ-neighborhoods of zero satisfying there exists θ^v eN d QC τ such that w = u Λv> θ. But then w eC T satisfies θ < w ^ u, so that C Γ is order dense in L (this argument, due to the referee, replaces our somewhat involved proof). The parenthetical part follows now from part (i).
(iii) Assume u a \θ in C r . We can assume θ <; u a ^ u holds in C τ for each a and some u e C r . Pick a normal sequence {V n } of Fatou τ-neighborhoods of zero with
Since τ is a Lebesgue topology u a -^θ. Now for each n pick u α% 6 V n . We can assume u αn \ in C r . It follows now easily that u« n \ θ holds in G τ and hence C r has the countable sup property.
The next result is a corollary of the previous lemma and will be used later. THEOREM 2.2. // a Riesz space L with the countable sup property and a weak order unit admits a Hausdorff Fatou (resp. Lebesgue) topology τ, then it admits also a metrizable Fatou (resp. Lebesgue) topology τ f coarser than τ (i.e., τ f Q τ). I. Amemiya [4, Theorem (B, 4) The next result is an obvious corollary of the previous theorem and it also generalizes a result of I. Amemiya [4, Theorem (B, 5) (iii) => (i). Assume u a \θ in L. Without loss of generality we can suppose that θ <; u u ^ u holds in L for each a. Let {V n } be a normal sequence of Fatou r-neighborhoods of zero such that {V n Π [θ,u]} is a basis of zero for the topology induced on [θ, u] by τ. For each n pick an index a % with u an eF, (l [θ, u] (this is possible since the topology τ is Lebesgue). We can assume u an [ in L. If θ <^ v ^ u a% holds for all n in L, then veV n Γ\ [θ, u] also holds for all n and hence u a% I θ in L. This shows that L has the countable sup property.
ϋ) C T -L (where C τ is the carrier of τ). (iii) T induces a metrizable topology on each order interval ofL.

Proof, (i) => (ii). It follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 (ii). (ii) => (iii). Let
3* Locally solid topologies on universally complete Riesz spaces* In this section we study the locally solid topologies that a σ-universally complete Riesz space can carry and in the process generalize the results obtained by D. H. Fremlin in [7, §2, . We start with the following theorem. Proof, (i) Part (i) follows immediately from [6, 24H Proposition, p. 56] .
(ii) Let τ be a locally solid topology on L and let u n \ θ in L. Let V be a solid τ-neighborhood of zero. Choose another r-neighborhood of zero U with U + U S V. Pick δ > 0 such that δu, e U. By [5, Theorem 1] L satisfies the principal projection property. Let P n denote the projection on the band generated by (u n -δu^. Put v n -P n {u^) 9 w n = u 1 -v n for all n and observe that w n A (u n -δu^ = θ.
holds in L for all k> n. Now since v n | θ we get θ <>u n ίί 2~~nu + δu x . Pick a positive integer n x with 2" %^ e U for w ^ ^ and note that θ ^ u n ^ 2~%u + δ^i 6 C7 + Ϊ7 £ V f or ^ ^ n γ . This implies u w -^ θ and the proof is finished.
REMARK. Note that the σ-Lebesgue property and pre-Lebesgue property together are not enough to imply the Lebesgue property [1, Example 2.5, p. 445] , This is, however, true for metrizable locally solid topologies [2, Theorem 6.6, p. 121] .
For the next result see also [7, p. 80] . LEMMA 
Let (L, τ) be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space with the Fatou property. Then we have: (i) Every increasing τ-bounded net of L + is dominable. (ii) IfL is σ-universally complete, then τ is a Lebesgue topology
Proof, (i) Assume θ <^ u a \ is τ-bounded and that u > θ. Pick a Fatou τ-neighborhood V of zero with u g V and a positive number n with 'wr 1 w α 6 V for all a. Since V satisfies the Fatou property there exists θ < w such that n~γu a f\u<*u -w for all a. But then (nu -u a ) + = w(w -w Λ n~ιu a ) ^ ww > # holds for all a, so that {w α } is dominable.
(ii) Assume u a \ θ in L and that V is a Fatou τ-neighborhood of zero. By Theorem 3.1(i) (L, r) satisfies the pre-Lebesgue property and so {u a } is a τ-Cauchy net. Thus u a -u β eV for all a, β ^ α 1# But then for each fixed a ^ α x we have u α -^ -> u a holds in L. So for a ^ α t we get w α e F, i.e., u a -+θ.
(iii) By [3, Theorem 4.1, p. 29 ] L is order dense in its topological completion L and by Theorem l.l(ii) L = L, so that (L, τ) is τ-complete. We continue next with one of the main results of this section. Proof. Assume θ <; u a -^ θ but u a^-*θ does not hold. Then there exists a τ-neighborhood V of zero such that for any index a there exists β ^ a with u β ί V. Now choose a normal sequence {V n ) of Fatou τ-neighborhoods of zero with V t + V 1 £ V f let N = f\{V % :n=: 1,2, •••} and note that by Lemma 3.3 N d is a universally complete Riesz space with the countable sup property. Hence JV^ contains a weak order unit and is therefore a principal projection band [5, Theo- (4) . If {u n } is a disjoint sequence of L + , then so is {nu n }. But since {nu n } is order bounded in L u it is dominable and hence by hypothesis τ-bounded. Now let V be a solid τ-neighborhood of zero. Pick k > 0 such that nu n ekV for all n. But then u % e V for n ^ k and thus u n -+θ. Thus by what was noted above {nw n } is τ-bounded and so {nw % } Q kV holds for some k > 0. Hence w.ef for large %, a contradiction. Hence {#J is a τ-Cauchy net and so v δ ^> u holds in L. It follows now that sup {u a } = ίί, so that L is universally complete.
(6) ==> (1) . Observe that τ is a Lebesgue extension of τ to L.
Note. Proof. By Lemma 3.2(ii) τ is a Lebesgue topology and so the carrier C τ of τ is an order dense σ-ideal of L with the countable sup property (Lemma 2.1). In particular observe that G-is â -universally complete Riesz space. If now τ ± is any other Hausdorff locally solid topology on L, then by Theorem 3.1(ii) (L, τ L ) satisfies the tf-Lebesgue property and hence τ x restricted to C Γ must be a Lebesgue topology. Now apply Corollary 3.5 to complete the proof.
We close this section with two open questions.
(1) Is every Hausdorff locally solid topology on an inextensible Riesz space necessarily Lebesgue? (See also [7, §3] .) (2) If an inextensible Riesz space admits a Hausdorff locally solid topology does it follow that it admits a Hausdorff Lebesgue topology also?
